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YOU CAN DEPEND ON BAKER & TAYLOR'S CONTINUATION SERVICE. YEAR AFTER YEAR.

The Baker & Taylor Continuation Service is designed to meet the needs of academic, public, special and school libraries. Nearly 3,400 libraries, including major research facilities, presently participate in our Continuation Service. It helps save time and money—two important elements that librarians always find in short supply.

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE
The Continuation Service will assist libraries with two of the most time-consuming and frustrating aspects of acquisitions work—establishing and monitoring standing orders. Baker & Taylor has information on over 17,000 series, serials, and sets-in-progress, and we continue to expand the database as new titles appear. Our system allows us to give special attention to irregular publications, the most difficult to monitor.

CUSTOMIZED SERVICE
The Baker & Taylor Continuation Service is flexible. For example, you can change your standing order at any time. Serials can be provided on an alternate year basis. Or, if you desire, previously published series volumes which are still available can be ordered through the program.

MANAGEMENT REPORTS
To assist libraries in maintaining complete records of Continuation titles received from Baker & Taylor, a number of serials management reports are available on request. Included in these reports: a complete listing of all titles the library has on standing order; shipment histories; status reports; and individual title reports.

SPECIAL LISTS TO FACILITATE ORDERING
To help libraries open new accounts, we offer several starter lists, one of which includes 1,500 of the most frequently ordered serials. We also provide a list of university press serials supplied by Baker & Taylor as well as customized bibliographies in which serials data is extracted by subject and user level. These lists enable libraries to establish, expand or enrich serials collections more easily...and more economically.

AFFORDABLE ASSISTANCE
Our Continuation Service offers the most generous discounts available. And we include no service charges of any kind. Libraries requiring assistance from our experienced professional staff to open an account, answer a claim or research a particular title may call for quick service: 201-526-8000.

YES! Tell me more about Baker & Taylor's Continuation Service.
- Send me your brochure which includes data on Management Reports and Customized Service Bibliographies.
- Have a representative contact me.

Baker & Taylor, The Book Professionals
Eastern Division 50 Kirby Avenue, Somerville, New Jersey 08876 Tel 201-722-8000
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Western Division 380 Edision Way, Reno, Nevada 89554 Tel 702-786-6700
ABBREVIATIONS DICTIONARY Ralph De Sola

Recognized as the standard reference of abbreviations for nearly a quarter of a century, the Abbreviations Dictionary continues the tradition of accuracy and comprehensiveness that has made it a classic. Now in its sixth edition, it includes:

- over 178,000 entries - 18,000 more than the previous edition!
- brand new addenda on the bell code, Canadian provinces, international flags, Mexican states, nations of the world, railroad signals, winds of the world, and zip-coded automatic data-processing abbreviations.

More than a mere collection of abbreviations, this expanded Abbreviations Dictionary is the source book for locating authoritative abbreviations and elusive, obscure or general information on a vast number of topics.

Note some of the outstanding reviews of previous editions:

"... a dictionary of vast scope. This type of abbreviated wordage occupies 25% of the mass of words used today, the fact of which begs for the existence of such a work as this."

— The New York Public Library
New Technical Books

"... provide[s] a... library with information that might otherwise require several reference books — for example, names of diseases, common chemicals, nicknames of states, nicknames of outstanding musical compositions... if one needs a good up-to-date abbreviations dictionary, this is a prime example."

— ARBA 79 - General Reference Works

"De Sola's volume is handsomely bound; the print is sharp and clear; the paper of high quality; and the pages lie flat when the book is opened... librarians... are urged to add this work for its general coverage, its timeliness, and its competent scholarship. Recommended."

— Reference and Subscription Books Review
American Library Association
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